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Polarization Dependence of Three-Photon Absorption in Solids 

A.R. Hassan* 

international Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy 

ABSTR ACT. The polariza ti o n depe nde nce of three-photon absorption in solid s is de
velo ped using the Wigner-Eckart theorem for finite symmetry groups. The expressio n 
for the absorpti o n coe ffici ent is separated into two parts: i) The geome trical part. 
which depends o n th e po la rizati o n vectors of the three photons. ii ) The d ynamica l part , 
which contains the product o f three electron-photon matri x e lement s. New info rmatio n 
can be gain ed by studying these two part s . An application to TICI crys tal is give n and 
an experimental method is suggested. 

I. Introduction 

Unlike ordinary one-photon spectroscopy, multiphoton spectroscopy has the ad
vantage that the absorption coefficient depends on the direction of the polarization 
vectors even in a cubic crystal. Multiphoton measurements are thus an important 
tool for studying electronic structure in solids since the polarization dependence 
of multiphoton absorption allows symmetry assignments of the electronic states 
involved (see, for instance , the review articles of Worlock 1972 and Bassani 1972, 
and references quoted therein). 

The polarization dependence of two-photon absorption has been calculated by 
Inoue and Toyozawa (I965) and Bader and Gold (1968), who explicitly include 
the double group representations. Denisov and Makarov (1973) also include the 
effect of time-reversal symmetry. Polarization dependence of two-photon absorp
tion has been observed experimentally by a number of authors (Frohlich et al. 
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1967, Frohlich and Staginnus 1967, Frohlich el al. 1968, Park and Stafford 1969, 
Pradere and Mysyrowicz 1970, Macsuoka 1967 and Frohlich el al. 1970) . Three
photon absorption co-efficient has been calculated by Bassani and Hassan (1972) 
using perturbation theory and the band model which takes into account the allowed 
electron-photon matrix elements . The methods of Inoue and Toyozawa for cal
culating the polarization dependence of two-photon transition has been extended 
to the case of three-photon transitions by Badrysheva and Moskalenko (1966). 

In this paper, we develop a procedure to study the polarization dependence 
of a three-photon electronic interband transition. The procedure is based on apply
ing the Wigner-Eckart theorem to finite symmetry groups (Koster 1958) . Doni et 
al. (1974) used this method for the case of two-photon absorption. We divide the 
expressions for the absorption coefficient into a geometrical part , which depends 
on the photon polarization , and a dynamical part , which contains appropriate 
reduced matrix elements of the momentum operator. We show that the symmetry 
of the crystal determines not only the polarization dependence of a given final 
state, but also supplies very useful information on the strength of contribution with 
different symmetries. Finally we apply the procedure to the case of TICI crystal. 

II General Definitions 

From third-order time-dependent perturbation theory, one obtains the follow
ing expression (Bassani and Hassan 1972) for the absorption coefficient of photon 
(hw1) in the presence of the photons (hw2) and (hw3): 

II I M {(1+(J}l12) X-- ~3 '~1'0 .ro
f'! 'I',;; .IJ!; (Eq>,l; - Eo - fiw, - flW2)(EVI~ - Eo - nwz) 

X c5(EfJ. - Eo - nO)1 - nW2 - nW3) (1) 

In the above expression we write 

C = -.22 :r eO h4 N2N3 

cm6nln~n~ WI Wz W3 

while 
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is the product of three electron-photon matrix elements between the ground states 
10> and a final state Ifr> of the crystal (with energy EfI') which belongs to the Ith 
row of the irreducible representation D ·II of the little group at ~ = O. The sum over 
f~ includes all final states with any symmetry (fl,/). ICPo':> and 11J.I,~'> indicate two 
different intermediate states (with energies Erp' and E,/,i. ) belonging respectively to 
the mth and nth row of the irreducible representation DII and D)' at k = O. The sum 
over CPo': and V)~· runs over all intermediate states with any symmetry (v,m) and 

(X,n). The total momentum operator f is given by P = L Pi , where Pi is the mo

mentum operator for the ith electron. 2J> ij interchanges ~i with ~ and Wi with Wj (the 
photon polarization and frequencies respectively) . We note explicitly that the only 
representations D", D v and D i

, of interest are those of the single group at ~ = 0, 
which coincide with the representations of the singJe point group of the crystal . 

The standard way (Badrysheva and Moskalenko 1966) to handle expression 
(1) is to define the quantities 

I\(W;) = L_11}!~'> < 1J.I~L (2a)
,,," E" ,i. - Eo - "hWi
'1 n

11 

(2b) 

and 

v>< vi 
1\(w,· ) = L ~ - ICPm . CPm- - WIt. h"1 J = 1 2 3 (3)

I) ·E E -"- -,,- ' , " ,
cr " m" - 0 - 1IWi - IIW)' 

m ~m 

containing contributions from all intermediate states and to determine their sym
metry properties. Due to the summation over all the intermediate valence and 
conduction states, it is difficult to evaluate the strengths with which the various 
angular dependence functions appear in the absorption coefficient. However, the 
energy denominator, in the above expression, dictates that the largest contribution 
to the absorption rate comes from intermediate states which are very close to the 
conduction or valence bands. Therefore, the summation over the intermediate 
states reduces to only two states close to th e conduction band, i. e. we may adopt 
a four-band model where only four bands of interest are used. 

In the following section, we shall treat expressions (2) and (3) by a procedure 
which allows explicitly only the intermediate states of interest. 

III. Geometrical and Dynamical Parts 

The inner product ~i . f in cubic crystals can be written in the form (Koster et 
al. 1963 , Hammermesh 1962): 
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~i . f = L ~i~* . f; , i = 1, 2, 3, (4) 

where Dr is the irreducible representation (at 1 = 0) to which the vectorial 
operators f and ~i belong. 

Inserting (4) into (1) we obtain 

(5) 

where 

In order to simplify expression (5) we use the Wigner-Eckart theorem in a 
form suitable for finite symmetry groups (Doni et al. 1974, Koster et al. 1963). For 
cubic groups we have 

(6a) 

<cp,~IP;.IVJ,~> = (vmlrr'),n) <cpvllprIIVJA>, (6b) 

<fYI P;"ICPn\> = (fl/ lrr",vm) <f!' llprllcp">, (6c) 

and similarly the other two products involving r' and r", where standard notations 
have been used to indicate the reduced matrix elements and C1ebsch-Gordan coef
ficients (Hammermesh 1962) . 

Since throughout our treatment the only irreducible representations of interest 
are those at 1 = 0, the C1ebsch-Gordan coefficients of interest coincide with those 
of the crystal point groups, which are all tabulated in the work of Koster et al. 
(1963). Substituting (6) into (5) we obtain for the final forms: 

(7a) 

where 

(7b) 

(7c) 
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and 

(7d) 

and we use the following property of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients: 

(vrnlrr,rr) = 1. 

Expressions (7) show that in the case of cubic crystals it is always possible to 
separate the dynamical part, which is expressed in terms of reduced matrix ele
ments of the momentum operator, from the geometrical part, which depends on 
the polarization vectors of the three photons . Eq. (7b) determines the polarization 
dependence for a given final state, while (7a) supplies useful information on the 
strength of contributions with different symmetry . Notice tha t these strengths are 
determined not only by electron-photon matrix elements, but also by the factors 
A(Wi) and A(Wij)' 

IV. Application 

To illustrate the results of the previous section, we consider the case of TICI. 
The point group of TICI is 0h and we use the notations of Koster ef al. (1963) to 
label the irreducible representations . The momentum operator ~ belongs to the 
irreducible representation [:;. The direct product [:; x [:; x [:; gives 

c x [~- x [:; = [I + ["2 + 2 [~ + 2 [:; + 2 n + [ 5 + 2 f!. (8) 

For convenience the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients concerning the decomposition 
(8) are given in Table 1. 

The geometrical factors GAE t .£2,E3)' corresponding to the product (8) defined 
in Eq. (7b), using Table 1, are gi~e~ i~ the Appendix. The polarization dependence 
of the three-photon absorption coefficient becomes, in terms of these quantities 

(9) 

To simplify expression (9), two particularly convenient geometrical configura
tions of light beams are used. In the parallel configuration we have : 

~I == (cos e,sin e,O); ~2 == ~3 == (1,0,0). 

In the rc/4 configuration we have 
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Table 1. 	 The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the decomposition of the product represen
tation f:; x f:; x f:; of the group Oh . Ui (i = x,y,z) and Vi (i = x,y,z) denote 
two independent sets of functions transforming as the ith row of f:; (Koster el at. 
1963) 

UxVx uxvy UxVz uyvx u)"v)" U)"Vl Uz"x ulvy UzVz 

rT ±11V3 0 0 0 ±1IV3 0 0 0 ±1IV3 

n ±1/V3 0 0 0 +1/V3 0 0 0 ±1/V3 

n +1/y!6 0 0 0 +1 /y!6 0 0 0 ±2/y!6 
± 1/y'2 0 0 0 + 1/y'2 0 0 0 0 

n 0 0 0 0 0 ±1Iy'2 0 +1/y'2 0 
0 0 ± 1/y'2 0 0 0 ±1/y'2 0 0 
0 ±1/y'2 0 +1/y'2 0 0 0 0 0 

n 0 0 0 0 0 ±1Iy'2 0 ±1Iy'2 0 
0 0 ±1/y'2 0 0 0 ±1/y'2 0 0 
0 ± l/y'2 0 ±1Iy'2 0 0 0 0 0 

~1=(cose,sine,0);~2=~3= (0'~ ,0). 
The values of G!I for these configurations are given in the Appendix. Then Eq. (9) 
for parallel and 1[/4 configurations becomes, respectively, 

(1Oa) 

and 

(lOb) 

Eq. (9) gives us individually the strength of electronic transitions to the differ
ent allowed final states of the proper symmetry by the photon absorption . Expres
sions (10) for the absorption rate gives the polarization dependence for two chosen 
configurations which are convenient for experimental observation. 

V. Experimental Situations 

Three-photon absorption has been detected experimentally in alkali halides 
(Catalono el at. 1972) (NaC!, Kc!, KI) by means of photoconductivity measure
ments. The exciting source was a Q-switched ruby laser and its second harmonics. 
A three-photon excited spontaneous luminescence in cubic ZnS is also reported 
(Catalono el al. 1973). The non-linear cross-section of the three-photon excitation 
with an Nd laser is obtained experimentally in CdS (Catalono el al. 1974) and GaP 
(Catalono et al. 1975) . 
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In the above experiments, the authors were interested only in detecting the 
three-photon absorption rate and showing its behaviour as a function of the photon 
energy and laser intensity . Therefore, they were using unpol a rized beams of light 
in their measureme nts . Unfortunately, no experimental data of the three-photon 
absorption with polarized photons are available. 

However, it is of interest to use polarized photons to gain additional informa
tion. By using parallel a nd n/4 geometrical configuration of the photon beams, in 
three-photon absorption measurements , one obtains explicitly the strength of the 
electronic transitions to the various allowed final states with the proper symmetry. 
This approach should be useful in the determination of the band structure of the 
crystal under considera tion. 

VI. Conclusion 

To conclude, we wish to emphasise the following results: 

1) A simple procedure is given for investigating the polarization dependence 
of three-photon spectroscopy. The absorption rate is separated into two parts: 

a) A dynamical part , which contains the allowed e lectron-photon matrix ele
ments and the energy denominator , supplies the rel a tive strength of the inter
band electronic transitions to all allowed final states with different symmetries. 
b) A geometrical part, which depends on the polarization vectors of the three 
photons and gives the polarization dependence of the absorption rate. 

2) From the above procedure, useful information about the band structure of 
the crystal can be gained, besides the usual information about the energy depen
dence already obtained earlier. 

3) The case of TICI has been discussed and an experimental method has been 
suggested by using two configurations polarized beam of photons. 
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Appendix 

In this appendix we give the values of the geometrical part Gl/(E 1h,E3) for 
different symmetries of the final states and also its va lue for the two chos-en-g~omet
rical configurations mentioned in the text: 
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I 

- V3 (El lE2xE" + El xE2yE,z + E 1yE2z EJJf} , 
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For Parallel configuration, the geometrical factor is equal to: 

For :rr/4 configuration, the geometrical factor is equal to: 


GfT = 1/12(4 - 3 cos2 e + 2 sin2e) = G r / , 
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G r:; = 1/12(2 + sin 2 e), 

Gr~ 1/8(1 + 2 cos2e - sin 2 e) , 

Gd = l/8(4 - cos2e + 2 sin 2 e) . 
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